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The aim of this paper is to analyze and compare the processes of grammaticalization that lead 
to the development of directive constructions, i.e. constructions specifically encoding direc-
tive modality, however they are labelled in traditional grammars (imperatives, hortatives, ex-
hortatives, jussives, etc.). 
 Directive modality will be defined as an overarching domain subsuming all the situa-
tions in which a speaker wants a state of affairs to occur and conveys an appeal to one or 
more addressees to help make this SoA true. The performer(s) of the action(s) required to 
bring about the desired SoA may coincide (i) with the addressee(s), (ii) with the addressee(s) 
+ the speaker or (iii) with a third party. In other words, we will not restrict ourselves to the 
examination of directive speech acts addressed to 2nd persons, but we will also include orders 
and exhortations to 1st and 3rd persons.  
 Heine and Kuteva (2002) mention three patterns of semantic change underlying the de-
velopment of what they call ‘hortative’ strategies (i.e. directive constructions in our terminol-
ogy). Two of these paths are closely connected to each other, since in both a deictic motion 
verb is involved as the lexical source of the construction: come>hortative (2002: 69) and 
go>hortative (2002: 159). The third path along which directive modality may be grammati-
calized takes a verb meaning leave/allow as the lexical source (Heine and Kuteva 2002: 190), 
as in English let’s (Traugott and Dasher 2001: 176ff.).  
 However, these patterns of semantic change are not equally frequent in the coding of 
directive speech acts addressed to different persons. For instance, directive strategies deriving 
from permissive constructions are most commonly found for 1st person plural inclusive direc-
tives (addressed to the speaker + the addressee). Moreover, these three patterns do not exhaust 
the attested cross-linguistic variation in the grammaticalization of directive modality. Direc-
tive constructions may indeed derive from a number of other sources, such as, for instance, 
purposive subordinators or irrealis complementizers (cf. Evans 1995: 522ff. and 2007; Am-
mann and van der Auwera 2004).  
 In fact, a comprehensive and unified account of the grammaticalization processes lead-
ing to directive constructions is still missing in the literature. This research seeks to identify 
and compare systematically the patterns of grammaticalization for directive modality, based 
on a typological sample of 180 languages. Three main results will be presented: 
 
(i) First of all, we identify a set of recurrent patterns of change leading to directives: per-

missive>directive (the English type let’s); optative>directive; purposive>directive; ir-
realis complementation>directive (the French type qu’ils fassent); deictic mo-
tion>directive; passive/impersonal>directive.  

(ii) Secondly, we show that there are particular connections between specific grammaticali-
zation patterns and the coding of directive speech acts addressed to specific persons. As 
already mentioned, permissive constructions tend to acquire a directive function first 
when the addressee is a 1st person plural inclusive. On the other hand, optative and pur-
posive strategies develop a directive function in speech acts addressed to 3rd persons, 
and may then spread to 1st and 2nd persons. Finally, directive strategies derived from the 
grammaticalization of deictic motion verbs meaning ‘go’ or ‘come’ are typically re-
stricted to 2nd persons and 1st person plural inclusive. The implicational regularities 
identified in the distribution of specific grammaticalization patterns across persons will 
be exemplified and discussed. 
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(iii)  Finally, it will be argued that the regularities described in (ii) can be explained with ref-
erence to the different degrees of ‘here-and-now’ reality that characterize directive 
speech acts addressed to different persons (i.e. the degree to which the speaker perceives 
the desired SoA as imminently real). On the one hand, forms typically associated with 
the domain of irreality (e.g. optative and irrealis complementizers) are used as markers 
of directive modality first with third persons, and only later with other persons. Such 
constructions code indeed lower certainty and are therefore suitable to express the lower 
degree of manipulation of directive speech acts addressed to 3rd persons, in which the 
performer is typically absent, the addressee is not in control of the actualization of the 
command, and the speaker cannot verify the fulfilment of the order. On the other hand, 
deictic elements such as motion verbs or directional particles, which are inherently asso-
ciated to the speaker’s here-and-now reality, are grammaticalized more readily as mark-
ers of directive speech acts addressed to 2nd persons, by virtue of the higher degree of 
manipulation and higher deictic anchoring of such speech acts (the performer coincides 
with the hearer, who is in complete control of the actualization of the command; the 
speaker is able to verify its fulfilment).   
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